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No. 853,715.

Specification of Letters Patent.
Application file.: August 8,1904. Serial No.

To all whom it may cOncern:
Beit known that I, MANUEL MoNDRAGON,
a citizen of the Republic of Mexico, residing
at Tacubaya, in the Federal District, Mexico,
s have invented certain new and useful Improvements in Firearms, of which the following is a specification.
, My present invention pertains to improvements in automatic firearms, and relates
10 more particularly to that class generally
known as or styled "gas-operated", though
the arm is equally adapted to be operated
manually, eithel' n>< ,~. ><i1wle-loader or a repeater.
15
The invention is illustrated in the accompanying drawings, in which:
Figure 1 is a longitudinal vertical seetional
view of the rear portion of the arm; Fig. 2 a
similar view, showing the forward portion of
20 the same, and in fact heing a continuation of
the arm disclosed in Fig. 1; Fig. 3 a side elevation of the arm, with portions thereof
broken away, the breech-bolt being shown
partly in section and the housing for the
25 same wholly in section; Fig. 4 a similar view,
w:ith the breech-bolt moved forward and
locked in position ready for firing; Fig. 5 a
perspective view of the operative mechanism
of the gun, the forestock being omitted; Fig.
.)o 6 r perspective view of the runner-bar or ac. tuating-rod and its connections, seen from the
side opposite to that shown in Fig. 5'; Fig. 7 a
vertical transverse sectional view on the line
7-7 of Fig. 6; Fig. 8 a longitudinal sectional
,35 view of the bolt, showing the parts in their
retracted position, the actuating or handleblock being shown in full lines; Fig. 9 a vertical sectional view, taken on the line 9-9 of
Fig. 8i Fig. 10 a similar view on the line 1040 10 of Fig. 5; Fig. 11 a vertical sectional view
showing the magazine, the ejector and the
housing for the breech-bolt; Fig. 12 an end
elevation of the housing; Fig. 13 a longitudinal sectional view of the cap or closure for
45 the rear end of the housing; Fig. 14 a top
plan view of the bolt; Fig. 15 11 longitudinal
sectional view, taken on the line 15-15 of
Fig. 14; Fi.g. 16 a plan view of the bolt as
seen nom the under side; Fig. 17 a ~s;ide de<Y.<l,so tion o:l' the extractor; Fig. 18 a perSJlV)cti rre
view thereof as SBen :from the under sLJ~·::: 0r
face; Fig. 19 a horizontnl sectioned '
taken on the line 19-19 of ~,ig. 11; Fig. 2{) a
perspective view of the bottom plate ·of the
55 magazine, the spring and· elevating-plate for
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the cartridges; Fig. 21 a perspective view of
the actuating or handle-block; Fig. 22 a perspective view of the locking-pin and its related p11rts; Fig. 23 a vertical sectional view,
taken on the line 23-23 of Fig. 5; Fig. 24 a 6c
side elevation of the locking-pin which connects the actuating or handle-block to the runner-bar or actuating-rod; Fig. 25 <tside elevation of the forward portion of the gun, showing
the forestock in position; Fig. 26 a horizontal 65
sectional view on the line 26-26 of Fig. 25;
Fig. 27 a perspective view of the forward portion of the gun, the barrel being broken avmy
and the valve-handle omitted; Fig. 28 a perspective view of the forward end of the run- 70
ner-l::rar or actuating l'od; Fig. 29 a similar
view of the latch and the block upon which
it is pivotally mounted; Fig. 30 a perspective
view of the forward portion of the runway
or guiding member for·the actuating-rod or 7s
runner-bar; Fig. 31 a plan view of the sightslide; Fig. 32 a vertical transverse sectional
view on the line 32-32 of Fig. 2; Fig. 33 a.
top plan view of a portion of the barrel7 showing the lugs which hold the sight; Fig. 34 a f,.,
vertic,.l sectional view on the line 34- :' ~ (:f
Fig. 1; Fig. 35 a detail perspective vie"· of
the forward portion of the trigger-plate;
Fig. 36 a sectional view on the line 36-:36 of
Fig. 8 of the bolt and firing-pin; Fig. 37 a per- 85
spective view of the cartridge~clip; Fig. 38 a
side elevation of a modified construction of
the runner-bar and its connections; Fig. 39 a
horizontal sectional view thereof, sho\\ing a
modified form of actuating or handle-block. go
used in conjunction with said runner-bar;
Fig. 40 a vertical sectional view, taken
through the handle, and showing the connection thereof with the breech-bolt; and Fig.
41 a transverse sectional view, taken on the 95
limi 41-41 of Fig. 38.
·
·
My present invention, except as to eenain
details of construction, is an improvement
upon that set forth in my co-pending application filed on or about the 6th day of May, 1 oo
1902, Serial No. 106,177.
The main object of the invention is to perfect certain detn.;',~ of the structure shown in
the application a.;vve referred to, and to render the ann generally more efii.cient.
105
The improvements will be noted in the fol!owing description, and those features which
nre essentially novel and not modifications of
the former construction will likewise be set
forth :in detail.
1 1o
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.Re!erring to Figs. 1 to 37 inclusive of the ~ the!efon3, prevent the bushing 24 ;from T?drawmgs, 1 denotes the stock of the gun; 21 tatmg so long as the sleeve or collar rs held m
forestock, the and 3 the barrel, the forestock . place; and consequently the valve is always
being cut away at its rear end (see Fig. 1) and retained in proper position within the for5 fitting into a recess or socket 4 (Figs. 1 and 5) I ward end of the gas-chamber.
70
formeJ in the forward under face of the I The valve is provided with a stem 27, to
frame 5. The upper front face of said frame which is pivotally attached an L-shaped
is provided w~th a recess or socket 6, for the lever 28. This lever carries a spring 29,
reception of the rear end of the upper mem- which bears upon the inclined faces on the
10 her 7 of the forestock.
The two portions of outer end of tlie stem 27, serving to hold the 75
the forestock are held in position around the lever depressed, as in the position shown in
barrel, and tl~e member 2 about the gas- full_lin~s in Fig. 26, or in a?- ele~ated.position,
chamber iheremafter referred to), by a sleeve as mdrcated m dotted hnes m sard figure.
or collar 8, which slips over said parts and is The stem 27 is provided with a lateral prol'i held in place by spring-catches 9 (see Fig.! jection 27a or made of such width that the So
25), ·which are recessed in the sides of the valve may be turned through but half a revomember 2. A second sleeve or collar, 10, lution, since the stem or pro,iection comes
coy~rs ~he forward end o. f t?-e ~ember.2. A into co.ntact with one or. another of the arms
proJectwn 11, formed on sard member 10 fits 26, the arrangement bemg such that one or
· zo around the outer end of the gas-receiving cyl.,. ; the other of the port-s 22, 23 will be brought 85
1
inder or chamber 12. Said sleeve or collar into alinement with. the opening or passage
10 is retained in its position by a through- 20. The outer end of lever 28 is provided ·
pin 13 (see Figs. 2 and 26), the pin being re.,. with a lug or finger 30 (Fig. 26) which will
duced at one end and entering a hole formed enter one or the other of two oppositelyzs in the sleeve or collar, while the other end is disposed seats or depressions 31 formed in 9J
sori1ewhat enlarged and is provided with a the sleeve or collar 10. Thus it will be seen
laterally-extending lug or projection 14, that the valve will always be brought to and
which, when the pin or key is turned by the maintained inproper position ..
lever 15 attached thereto, passes beneath the
The rear end of the barrel 3 is secured to
30 inner face of the collar 10 and out of line with the frame, as shown in Fig. 1, the frame be- 95
the slot 16 formedin said member 10 through ing made sufficiently heavy at this' point to
which the lug or projection passed when the be provided •With a groove or channel 32,.
pin was inserted in place.
having an inclined face 33 adjacent to the
The lever or handle 15 is provided with an end of the barrel, and likewise provided with
35 inwardly-projecting nose 17, which· passes, a series of ribs 34 (Fig. 11). The breech- 1co
over a cam or raised face 19 formed upon the I chamber thus formed is designed 'to receive
sleeve or collar 10 as .the pin is rotated and the forward end of the breech-bolt 3'5, said
the lever 15 carried 'from a verti~al to a hori- bolt being formed at its forward end with
zontal position. vVhen in the latter position ribs 36, ha~ing inclined faces 37' ribs 36 pass40 the nose 17 will have passed off the cam face ing in between ribs 34 and fitting'within the 105
and the pin be held against rotation except groove 32 and agains.t the face 33 when the
upon the application offorce to the outer end bolt is shoved to place and rotated, as hereinafter described. The rear end of the bolt
of lever 15.
The gas-chamber 12 is in communication is provided with a series of laterally-extend45 with the barrel near its outer end through an ing ribs or projections 38, which work in cor- I 1 o
opening 20 (Figs. 2 and 26), the passage of responding grooves 39 formed in the housing
the gas through said opening being controlled ol" rearward extension 40 of the frame. The
by a rotary valve 21, provided with a port 22, forward end of said housing is provided with
which permits communication between the an internal groove or channel 41, see Fig. 3,
so v::Ive and the gas-chamber, as indicated in into which ribs 38 pass when the breech-bolt II5
F1g; 2. The valve is also provided with a is moved forward to tJJ,e position shown in
secon<~ port or opening, 23, 'Yhich, when the Figs. 1 and 4. The rear end of the housing
valve is rotated to a position opposite that is closed by a cap 42, provided with lugs 43,
sl~own in Fig. 2, ':Vill be in communication which interlock w:ith similar lugs 44 formed
55 with the atmosphere, and communication be- upon the rear end of the housing, as best r 20
tween the gas-chamber and barrel will be cut shown in Fig. 11: The cap is also provided
off.
· with a second series of lugs 4fi, which when
In order to keep the valve to its seat in the the cap is in place and rotated come into
forward end of the gas-chamber, I emplov a alinement with ribs 39a, intermediate the
6o bushing or c<?llar 24, which is scr.ewed into gro?ves 39 for~ed in. the housing: 40. A rzs
~he end of sard chamber (as best Illustrated sprmg.:pressed pm 46 rs mounted m one of
mFig. 2),said collar~eingprovided with lugs said ribs 39a and takes into a socket or recess
2.5, which bear against the under faces of the formed in the face of the corresponding .lug
outwardly- projecting members. or arms 26 j 45. This socket or recess is shown in dotted
65 of the sleeve or collar 10. These arms 26, lines in Fig. 1.
.
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A coiled spring 47 (Figs. 3 and 8) is placed ·downwardly-projecting sleeve or chamber
in the cap 42, and is in direct alinement with 62, said stem being made hollow for the retbe rear end.of the breech-bolt, serving as a ception of the stem of a pin 63, the head of
huffer therefor.
which pin bears upon a shoulder 64 on a piv'l'he breech-bolt is provided with an ex- oted latch or lever 65. This latch i~ pro- 70
tractor 48, bestshown iri Figs. 14, 15, 17 and vided with a nose or projection 66, which ex1H. Said extr.actor comprises .a spring-plate tends through an opening 67 into the m~tga
having a downwardly-depending lug 49 near zine or clip-receiving <;lhamber 68. The purits rear end, which lug has a lip 50 formed pose of this latch will be hereinafter set
ro thereon. A second lug or fiil.ger, 51, is forth. Spring 60 thus serves to keep the 7~
formed upon the under face of the extractor ejector in its elevated }!Osition, and at the
near its outer end. Said end is. widened, as same time to throw the latch forwardly and
clearly sho'\vn in Figs. 14 and 15, and is pro- project the nose 66 through the openmg 67.
vided with a downwardly-projecting lip 52
A firing-pin 70 is centrally mounted in the
r 5 which, when .the extractor is in its normal bolt, said pin having two collars 71, 72 8o
·position, lies within a recess 53 formed in the formed thereon. A spring 73 is interposed
forward end of the breecl:t-bolt, and into ·between the forward face of collar 71 and a
which the head of the shell or cartridg~ pro- shoulder formed on the bolt, said spring
jeet.s when the bolt is closed, as shown in tending normally to force the pin back to the
zo Figs. 1 and 4.
·
position shown in Fig. 8.
85
A recess is formed in the outer face of the
A lug 74, shown in Figs. 8 and 36, works in
breech-bolt for the reception of the extractor, a slot or groove 75 formed in the inner face of
and there is an elongated opening 54 (Figs. tl;le bolt (see Fig. 15), said lug serving to
14 and 15) in the bolt in line with said recess, properly position the firing-pin in t~e bolt
25 a second opening 55 being also provided at its and bring a cut-away portwn 75"' m the 90
forward end.
.
lower face of the collar 72 into alinement
As will be seen upon reference to Fig. 17, with the opening 57, to accommodate the
the· extractor is curved or bowed slightly, upper end of the ejector 59.
·
and wh'en put in position the lug 49 passes
The bolt is provided upon its side face with
30 into the opening 54 and lug 51 enter.s opening two helical or spirally-disposed· openings 76 95 .
5.5. A shght ·downward and forward pres- and 77, and with a socket or depression 78.
:-;ure upon the extractor will then. cause the Inwardly-projecting l:ugs O! fingers 79 and 80,
lip 50 to pass into a'socket 54a, while at the preferably formed as mtegral parts of the acsame time the lug 51, which is given a sliEht tuating or handle-block 81, extend into the
35 forward inc:;lination, will bind against the or- openings 76, 77, and a spring-actuated pin rc...o
ward wall . of the opening 55. When the 82, carried by the block, fits in the socket or
parts are thus positioned, the rear end of.the depression 78 until the bolt nearly reaches
extractor will have passed down into there- the limit of its forward movement. The pin
cess and the body thereof will lie flush with is also provided with a beveled nose or lug 83,
40 the outer face of the bolt .. The lip. 50 locks ·standing in the path of a cam 84 (Fig. 8) ro5
the extractor -in place, but ·by reason of the which serves to force the pin inwardly, and
inclination ~ven to the opening 55 and lug thus withdraw the same from the socket or
51, lip 52 Will pa.ss over the end of the car- depression 78, thereby permitting the bolt to
tridge and into the groove formed around be freely acted upon by the luas or fingers 79,
45 the same as the bblt is pushed to place or 1 80 as the bolt approaches the limit of. its for- 1 1 o
closed.
ward movement. By reason of the mdma- The bolt, as will be seen upon reference tion of the openings 76, 77 and fingers 79, 80,
more particularly to Figs. 15 anq 16, is pro- the bolt will be given a rotary movement afvided with a groove or channel 56, extending ter it has reached the limit of its forward
so longitudina1ly thereof from the forward end travel, the actuating
handle-block 81 I IS
· and terminati~g in. a lateral opening or en- moving forward a slight distance independlargement 57, JUst m rear of the forwardly- ently of the bolt after the pin 82 has been rebeveled or broad-faced projection or lug 58. leased, thereby permitting the lugs to travel
The groo:ve 56 is designed to receive the up- through the length of the openings and caus~5 per end of the ejector 59 (see Figs. 1, 3, 4, 9 ing the rotation just noted. This rotation r2o
and 11); the forward face of which is in aver- will cause the locking of the lugs of the bolt
tical plane, while the rear face is inclined. · · behind the lugs formed on the frame. The
. ~hen the bolt 'is m_ove1 to its fo~ard po-· .~ug 79 is proVIde?- with a. square<!- face upon
sitwn, or that shown m Fig. 4, and Is rotated 1ts rear side, which has Its bearmg agamst
6o in the manner hereinafter described to lock it ·the forward face of the collar 72, said lug at 125
in. place, ~he upper end or nose of the «;ljector all times extending between the. eollars 7i
will pass mto the enlargement or openmg 57. and 72.'
The ejector is held in its up-right position by . As: the bolt is moved forward~ the -lug 79
a spring 60 (see Fig. 11) which bears upon, . holdS the firing-pin a)ld bolt in the position
65 the lower end of a stem 61, mounted-in a shown in Fig. 8, but as the bolt reaches its 130
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seat and is locked therein, the lug advances
the firing-pin to the position shown in Fig. 1,
and the gun is then ready for firing.
The actuating or handle-block is provided
5 with oppositely-disposed recesses or ways
85, 86, which embrace tracks or ways 87, 88
formed upon one side of the frame. A track
or channel 89 is formed upon the outer side
of the frame, (intermediate the tracks or
10 ways 87, 88,) in which works the rear end'of
a runner-bar or actuating-rod 90, shown
most clearly in Figs. 5 and 6. Said rear end
is connected to the handle or actuating block
81 by a pin 91 (see Figs. 5, 23 and 24) which
1 5 passes down through ail opening formed in
the block and into a socket or recess 92 in the
side face of the runner bar. The pin 9l is
provided with 'a spring-finger 93, the free end of
whichbinds against an inclined face formed at
20 the lower end of a recess in the actuating or.
handle-block and serves to keep the pin in
position. The runner-bar or actuating-rod
~s provided with a lug or pr?jec~ion 94, 'Yhich
1s undercut (as bestshown m F1g. 6).,sa1d lug
25 fitting into a recess 95 (see Eig. 22) and overlying a correspondingly-beveled face 96, thus
serving to more securely lock the runnerbar and actuating or handle-block together.
The forward end of the runner-bar is curved
30 downwardly and inwardly beneath the barrel, and is provided with a shoe or foot-piece
97, having recesses or ways formed in its side
face which work in conjunction with guides
or tracks 98 formed upon the side walls of a
35 supporting and guiding member 99. The
rear end of said member 99 is provided with
a lug 100, which fits into a corresponding recess formed in the front face of the frame of
the gun. The forward end of the member 99.
40 is provided with a tubular· extension 101,
which makes close telescoping connection
with the rear end of the gas-chamber or cylinder 12, as is best shown in Fig. 2. :Mounted within said gas-chamber or cylinder is a
41 piston-rod 102, carrying at its forward end a
piston 103, preferably composed of a series
of split rings and interposed washers, which
form a elose joint with the gas-chamber.
The rear end of the piston-rod ·extends
so through an opening formed in the head of the
supporting member 99 and is connected to a
block 104, shown in detail in Fig. 29. The
· rod is screwed upon a threaded stud carried
by the block, being held in position by a set55 screw 105. The block is also formed with
guides or ways which work in conjunction
with the trafcks 98 of the supporting member
99. It is further provided with an upstand-.
ingwall106 at its forward end, which, when
6o the piston is at the, forward limit of its movement, abuts against the upright face 107 of
the head of the supportingmember 99. The
block is also provided upon its upper face
with a stem or post 108, having laterally6s projecting lugs 109 at its upper end. A

coupling member 110, having. hooks 111 and
112 at its opposite ends, is mounted upon the
stem or post 108, notches or recesses 113
being provided adjacent to the central opening formed in the coupling member in order 70
that it may be passed down over the lugs
109, .and when rotated intp proper position
.the lugs will pass out of,line with said notches
or recesses and lock the coupling member ·
against removal from the stem or post.
7s
When the coupling member is rocked, in
the act of withdrawing the runner- bar by
hand, the hook 112 will pass behind an upstanding post 114 formed as a continuation
of the face.107 of the head of the supporting So
member 99. The hook 111 passes into arecess 115 formed in the upper face of the shoe
97, said shoe being provided with an inclined
face 116 leading to said recess 115 in order
that the coupling member may be readily 85
swung about its pivot as the runner-bar is
moved forwardly into engagement with the .
coupling member, as shown m Fig. 5.
·
The upright wall of the supporting member 99 is cut away adjacent to the rear end of 9o
the coupling member, in orderthat the latter
may be swung outwardly as it is engaged by
or disengaged from the shoe· of the runnerbar, see j_j'ig. 6.
In the act of retracting the runner-bar 9.;
from engagement with the coupling member . 110 the latter is swung sidewise, the downwardly-projecting shoulder 117 (Fig. 6) bearing against the adjacent upstanding wall118,
Fig. 30, of the supporting member, which wall 1 oo
118 -forms a fulcrum for the ·coupling member.
The forward face of the shoe 97 has a fair
bearing against the adjacent side of the
block 104,
that when the piston is forced ro5
rearwardly by the spent gases, the runnerbar will be positively actuated. 'I'he return
movement of the riston is effected through
the agency ofa COiled spring 119, interposed
between the piston and forwarll end of the no
supforting membeT 99. The upstanding
wal of the member 99 prevents the coupling
member 110 from turning except when in its
extreme forward position, and consequently
the hook 111 is in the recess 115 of the shoe r I 5
97 when the runner-bar is forced rearwardly
by the expended gases and when it is drawn
forwardly by the spring 119.
. As the piston-rod is moved forward by the
action of the sprihg 119, it carries with it r2o
block 104, the coupling member mounted
thereon, and the runner-bar, and consequently the bolt and. actuating or handle-·
block, which latter is attached to said runn~r-bar. ·
r 2.5
The hammer 120 is fulcrumed at 121 between two upstanding lugs 122 extending
from the upper face of the removable tang or
trigger'-carrying plate 123. The forward end·
of said plate is provided with two arms 124 130
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(Fig. 35), each having a rounded projection position by a spring 138, and may be locked
125 at its forward end, which projections en- in such position by a safety slide 1 3!), thus
gage hooks 126 extending rearwardly from preventing discharge of the'_gun.
_

the wall of the magazhie_ or· clip-receiving - As above noted, the arin may be operated
5 chamber 68, one upon each side of the latctl either as a single-loader or a repeater, nutl a 70
65, Guards 127, extending downwardly clip designed to hold a series of eartridgl:'s is
from said arms; prevent the accidental actua- employed when-their_ use is required. A potion of the latch. A bar or rod 128 ispivot- cuhar construction of clip is shown, which
ally connected to the hammer 120, smd bar may be filled and placed in position but held
Io extending rearwardly therefrom and passing
out of operation and the gun used as a single- 75
through an opening formed in an upright or loader until it be desir,ed to throw the clip
post 129. A spring I:-30 encircles the rod, and its charge into place. To this end I em- bearing against a collar or shoulder formed ploy a clip of the form illustrated in Figs. 1,
thereon and the forward face of the upright 4, 9 and 37, wherein it is shown as provided
1:5 or post 129. The rod is provided near its with inturned edges 140 at th~ upper and So
rear end and upon the upper "face thereof lower sides, and witlLa swell or enlargement
with a notch into which passes the lower end 141 which extends outwardly from the rear.
of a sear 131, pivoted in the upper end of the face thereof. Openings 142 are provided in
post 129. The sear is- normally he!d down said swell, thus forming a cross-b~r 143. A
20 upon the face of the rod by a sprmg 132,
groove or channel 144 IS formed m the rear 85
which is mounted in a recess formed in the wall of the magazine or clip-receiving chamupper portion of the sear, the spring bearing her 68, and when a cli:r is placed in position
at one end against the uppei extremity of therein the swell'or enlargement 141 iits in
the post 129 and at its opposite end upon the said groove or channel, the nose 6f:i of the
25 inner wall of the recess. A dog 133 is pivot- lateh 65 entering one or the other of the open- go
ally mounted.upon an outer extension of the ings 142 according to the extent to which the
sear and is normally thrbwn over the end of clip with its charge is forced downwardly in the actuating lug 1:34 of the trigger 135 by a the magaZine. In Fig. 1 the nose is shmvn
spring 136 which is mounted in a recess as passmg into the lower opening, in which
30 formed in the upper end of the sear, and position the uppermost cartridge will be in 95
bears at its outer end upon the upper ex- alinement with the forward face of the bolt,
trmnity of said dog. The latter is provided as indicated in Fig. 9, so that as said bolt is
with a stop 137 which abuts against the un- moved forwardly ~he upper cartridge will be
der projecting face of the sear and prevents force'd out of the clip, upwardly over t\le in35 the dog from swinging out of alinement with clined _face 145 and into position in the roc
the lug 134.
breech of the gun.
In Fig. 1 the hammer is shown as cocked.
A presser-plate 146, having seats or deIt is swung down into such position by the pressions 147 formed in the upper faee therefiring-pin and the bolt, the rear end of said of, bears against the lowermost cartridge in
40 pin bearing against the upper end' of the the clip and forces the cartridges upwardlv ros
hammer during the initial rearward move- through the clip by the action of a leafment of the actuating or handle-block, the spring 148, the upper end of whieh is atbolt th~ough its lu15 fi8 causing: the complete tached to plate 146 while t~1e ~ower end is _
depressiOn of the hammer as 1t passes over secured to a res,rwardly-proJectmg arm 149
45 the same.
of a bottom plate 150. This arm and plate 1 ro
As will be noted upon reference to Fig. 1, are of such width that after the dip is empthe upper end of the hammer projects into tied it may pass out through the bottom of
the housing in line with the lug .58 formed the magazine or clip-receiving chamber as
upon the holt. As the latter is moved for- another clip with its charge is inserted. The
so ward the beveled face of said member 58 presser-plate 146 is provided with laterally~ us
bears upon th9 rounded upper end of the- projecting lugs 151 (see Figs. 19 and 20)
hammer to a slight extent and depresses the which work in ways formed in the side walls
same, the hammer immediately assuming of the magazine, thereby preventing endwise
the position shown in Fig. 1, and as the bolt movement of the presser-plate, which might
55 passes out of contact therewith, the sear will take place under the action of the leaf spring I2o
engage the notch in bar 128.
•
if not prevented. -Spacing lugs 152, extend
.
. While 'the parts may he so pr?portioned outwardly from th~ side faees of the presserthat the hammer when cocked mil pass he- plate and bear agamst the walls of the maganeath or just out of the path of travel of the zrne, thus preventing lateral deflection of the
6o bolt, the construction shown is deemed pref- presser-plate. In other words, these two 125
erahle, for the reason that it insures a suffi- sets of lugs insure the proper movement of
cient movement. of the hammer to cause en- the presser-plate under the stress of the
gagement of the sear therewith when the sprrng. The bottom plate 150 is _provided
bolt is retracted.
with laterally-extending lugs 153 (see Figs.
65
The trigger is .held in it~-normal depressed 111 and 20) at the rearward end of its broad 130
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portion, said lugs passing into .recesses or
In Figs: 38 to 41 inclusive a slight modifinotches 151 a formed in the lower portion of cation of the invention is shown. In this
one of the ribs, which provide ways for the case the rear end of the piston.,-rod 102a is
liigs 151, see Eig: 20. - Said plate IS likewise connected to a shoe or runner 97a formed as
5 provided with an undercut tongue 154 (Figs. an extension of the runner-bar or actuating5 and 20) whieh passes into a suitable ;recess rod goa, said rod having a hook gob formed
formed in the forward wall of the magazine at its rear end. The actuating or handleor chamber, a spring-pressed pin or bolt 155 block 81 a is pr9vided with mechanism for op.entering an opening formed in said tongue eratingthe breech-bolt,shownin thisinstance
10 (Figs. 1 and 11) and serving to lbck the botas a spring-pressed latch or hook goc which,
tom plate in position. By merely pressing w.hen the arm is operated manually, will be
the pin or bolt inwardly the. bottom plate withdrawn from engagement with the hook
may be moved endwise and the tongue and 90b as the actuating or handle-block is drawn
-lugs drawn from engagement with the-corre- backward in the-act of opening the breech.
r s sponding interloeking parts.
As will be noted upon reference to Fig. ~9,
The barrel is. provided with two lugs 156, the rear end of the runner-bar or actuating1.57·, which are undercut as shown in Fig. 32 rod goa has a fair bearing against a shoulder
and designed to receive a plate 158 formed formed on the actuating or -handle-block, so
with complemental projections, so that it that when the gun is operated by the spent
10 may be slipped endwise over the lugs and
gases the breech-bolt will be positively acthus held thereon. In the upper face of-said tuated by the movement or the handle-block
plate is formed a channel or recess, the for- and rumier-bar. This construction obviates
ward end of which is underent and designed the neeessityfor the use of the coupling memto receive a spring:-atm 15g, at the forward ber 110 hereinbefore deseribed. ·
.
JS end of which is provided a stem or post 160,
The operation of the arrri shown in Figs, 1
having undercut grooves 161, as best sho:wn to 37 inclusive is as follows: A clip, with the
in Fig.' 5. A s~rew 162 is passed down cartridges therein, is placed in the magazine,
through the plate 158 and into the forward,' the presser-plate 146 being forced down by
lug 157, as best indicated in Fig. 32-. This the lowermost cartridge in the clip. If it be
;o scr~~ serves to hold .all the parts in proper d~signed to u_se th~ gun a~ a single-loader,
positiOn, the rea,r end of plate 158 (when the with the cartndges m the chp held m reserve,
same is moved backward to its full extent) the clip is pushed downwardly until the pivabuttiug against a shoulder 163 ±-ormed upon oted latch 65 passes into the uppermost openth~ barrel. The pl3:te is likewis.e provi~ed ing 142 formed_in the c~ip. In this. pos~tion
l5 at 1ts forward end with a dependmg portwn the upper cartridge earned by the chp Will be
164, which extends in front of the lug 157, out of line with the forward end of the breech. thereby making a close fit and neat finish at bolt and consequently cannot be drawn from
this point. · '
.
the clip by the bolt as it is moved forwardly.
A sight-frame 165 is pivoted to the rear The gun may then be loaded by hand, as a
~o end of plate 158, a cam surface 166 formed single-loader, at which time, of course, the
on the lower· portion of the frame bearing valve 21 is rotated so as to bring port 2;~ into
against the upper end of the spring-arm 15g communication with opening 20, thereby
_ and serving to ~o~d the fra~e in its uprig~t venting t~e spent gases to the ~tmosphere
or depressed pos1t_wn accordmg as th~ cam IS and throwmg the piston 103 and 1ts connectIS thrown to one or the other side of the pivot- ed parts out of operation. A cartridge havpoint of the sight-frame.
ing been inserted, the bolt is moved forA slide 167 is mounted upon the frame 165, wardly by the actuating or handle-block H1,
and is provided with a pivoted latch or the jnn 82. carrying the breech-bolt in the
thumb-piece 168, which engages notches 16g same direction until the cam face 84 comes
'O formed in the side or edge of the frame 165, into contact with the beveled nose 83 on the
thus locking the slide 167 in its adjusted po- pin, and withdraws the~latter from engagesition. As will be seen upon reference to ment with the bolt. The bolt at this nioFig. 31, the l:ldges170 ofthe slide adjacent to ment will have been carried fully forward,
the central cut-away portion thereof are the ribs 36 thereon having entered the groove
; ~ beveled or inclined, so that when the sight- 32 1 while the. ribs 38 on the rear portion of
fra~~ is swung d?wn to the position shown the bolt will have passed into groove 41. By
m l~ 1g. 32 the. sh!fe may move outwardly reason of the furthrr forward movement of
along the same, and said beveled edges will- the actuating or handle,hlock, the inclined
'pass into the grooves 161 formed in the post. lugs or fingers 79 and 80 will cauRe the b<'>lt.
>- 160 and thus lock the sight-frame agS:inst up- to be rotated, and consequently the ribs on
ward movement. A screw 171 (shown in the bolt will pass behind the corresponding
clotted li:hes in Fig. 5) prevents the slide from ribs formed on the frame, thereby locking the
being moved off the frame. The usual for- bolt against endwise movement. The p·arts
.ward or standing sight 172 (Figs. 2 and 25) will then assume the positions shown in Fig.
i5 is provided.
·
·
. 1, except that the clip or holder will be de-
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pressed to a greater extent and the nose 66 . in the forward face of the frame in line with 6~
of the latch will be in the upper opening 142 the runway for the shoe 97), will take up any
of the clip, as heretofore noted. The arm shock or jar which 1night otherwise· rf.'sult
may then be discharged, the hammer driving from the forcible movement of the parts.
5 the pin forward and exploding the cartridge. The spring 119 which surrounds the pistonUpon the withdrawal.of the bolt by there-~ rod and has now been compressed., ·will next 70
trograde movement of the actuating or han- come into action and force the piston fordie-block, the bolt will first be rotated, un- ward, carrying with it the piston-rod and
locking the same, and then moved rear- runner-bar connected therewith by means of
Io wardly, the lip 52 of the extractor 48 drawthe coupling-member 110. The actuating or
ing the shell out of the breech and carrying handle-block and bolt will also be carried for- 75
it rearwardly until it comes into contact with ward, the latter being moved to its closed pothe forward face of the ejector 59, when it sition, rotated and locked in place. Tlw
will be thrown upwardly and outwardly, as same cycle of operations is repeated upon the
15 indicated in Fig. 3. As the bolt is moved next discharge of the gun, it being then only
rearwardly, it Will come into contact· with the necessary for the user to manipulate the trig- So
upper end of the hammer 120 and cause the ger.
·same to be swu~ downwardly into the 'po~
With the construction shown in Figs. ;3g to
sition shown in Fig/3. 1 and 3, at which time 41 inclusive the same operation as that just
20 the bar or rod 128 will have moved against
described takes place, the pivoted hook \JW
the action of the spring 130 to such an extent serving the purpose of the coupling membt~r Ss
as to permit the sear 131 to be thrown into In other words, the coupling is made at a
engagement with the recesses formed in the point more remote from the piston.
upper face of said bar, thereby holding the
No clain1 is herein made to the constru('25 hammer in its cocked position ready for the tion of the sight, that being reserved for a funext. discharge. If it be desired to use the ture application.
. ,
arm as a magazine-gun,-although manually
Having thus described my invention, what
operated,-it is only necessary to withdraw I claim is:
the latch 65 from the upper notch or opening
1. In a breech-loading firearm, the combi30 in the clip and allow spring 148 to move the natien of a barrel; a gas-receiving chamber
clip, with the cartridges therein, upwardly to located adjacent.thereto and communienting 95
a position in which the uppermost cartridge therewith; a rotary valve mounted in the forwill be in line with the bolt as it is moved for- ward end of said chamber and eon trolling t.Iw
wardly. The cartridges will be continuously passage between said chamber and the barrel;
35 feel into alinement with the bolt until the clip a collar serewed into the forward end of tlw
is emptied, when the latter may be forced gas-chamber and holding the valve in place, !00
out through the lower portion of the clip-re- said collar having outwardly-extending lugs;
ceiving chamber by the insertion of another a sleeve secured about the forward end of tlw
clip from above, the upper beveled face of gas-chamber, said sleeve having outwardly40 the nose 66 pe~mit~ing the clips to be moyed projecting arms which abut against the lugs
downwardly, It berng unnecessary ~o With- on the collar and thus prevent the coll.a~ fr~m1
draw the latch 65 by hand. In case It be de- turning; and means for properly pos1twnmg
·
.
sired to operate. the gun automatically, the the valve.
position of valve 21 is changed so as to bring
2. In a breech-loading firearm, the comhi45 opening 20 into alinement with port 22, or nation of a barrel; a gas-receiving chamber
into the position shown in Fig. 2. Upon the underlying and communicating with the IIO
discharge of the gun, the spent ·gases will same; a rotary. valve mounted in the forward
pass through opemng 20 into the port 22 and end of the gas-chamber and having two ports,
cause a rearward movement of the piston and one opening communication between the
so piston-rod. Inasmuch as the opening 20 is barrel and gas-chamber, and the other VPntlocated near the outer end of the barrPl, the ing the barrel to the atmosphere; a collar or 115
projectile will have. attained its full velocity bushing mounted in the forward end of the
and no detrimental effect will result from the gas-chamber and holding the valve in place,
use of the spent gases to force back the pis- said collar having outwardly-extending lugs
55 ton and its rod. As said rod moves rear- at its forward end; a sleeve embracing the
wardly it carries with it the block 104, and barrel and the forward end of the gas-du:m- 120
thiswill also force the shoe and runner-bar in her, said sleeve having outwardly-projectmg
the same direction. The runner-bar being arms, the ends of which overlie the end of the
· connected to the .actuating or handle-block, ·collar and abut against the lugs thereon: and
6o said block with the bolt will be forced rear- an actuating handle for the valve.
war~lly, and the empty shell with~Irawn from
3: In a breech-loading fir~a~m, the com~i- 12)
. the breech and automatically eJected from natwn of a barrel, a gas-rece~vmg chamber m
the gun. The buffer springs 47 and 41" (the communieation therewith; a valve for .conlatter located in the socket or recess formed trolling the passage of gas from the barrel to
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said chamber; a lever for operating said
valve; and means for holding the lever in its
adjusted position. .
. 4. In a breech-loading firearm, the combi5 nation of a barrel; a gas-receiving chamber in
communication therewith; a valve for controlling the passage of gas from the barrel to
said chamber; a stem or post extending out·wardly from said valve, and having inclined
ro faces upon its outer end; a lever pivoted on
the post and provided with a lug· :?0 .at its
outer end; and a spring carried by the lever,
the free end of said spring coacting with the
inclined faces upon the post, substantially
rs as described.
5. In a hreech-loading firearm, the combination of a barrel; a forestock; a gas-chamber
underlying the barrel and extending through
the forestock; a sleeve embracing said parts;
zo a pin extending through the sleeve, said pin
being formed with a locking projection; and
means for holding said pin against accidental
movement.
·
. 6. In a breech-loading firearm,_ the combi25 nation of a barrel; a forestock; a gas-chamber·
underlying the barrel and extending through
the forestock; a sleeve 10 embracing said
parts; a pin extending through the sleeve and
forestock, said pin having a locking lug 14
30 and a nose 17 upon its outer end; and a.cam
surface 19 formed on the sleeve in line with
nose 17, substantially as described.
7. In a breech-loading frrearm, a clip-hold· . ing chamber, having a bottom plate, said
35 plate being formed with a rearwardly-extending narrow section spaced away from the
end and adjacent side walls of the chamber,
whereby a space for the passage of an empty
clip if'! formed, said plate being likewise pro40 vided with laterally-extending lugs which
pass into openings in. the side walls of the
chamber and also with a tongue whieh interlocks with the forward wall of the chamber. .
8. In a breech-loading firearm, a clip-hold45 ing chamber, having a bottom plate free ofcontact with the rear wall of the chamber and
provided with lugs which pass into corresponding openings formed in the inner side
faces of the chamber, and likewise provided
so with a tongue 154 which interlocks with the
forward wall of the chamber; combined with
a spring-pressed bolt to engage and hold the
tongue.
.
9. In a breech-loading firearm, the combi:5 nation of a clip-hoMing chamber; a bottom
plate. therefor having a. l'educed rear end
formmg a U-shaped openmg for the passage
of ~h~ clip~ a presser-'plate also provided with
a s1m1larly shaped reduced rear end and hav6o ing laterally-extending lugs 151 which work
in guides or ways ~orm~d in th~ side. ~alls of
the cha!nber, and h~ew1se p_rovide?. w1th lugs
15~ whwh bear agamst ~he mner s!de walls of
sa1d chamber all of sa1d lugs bemg located
65 forward of the reduced end; and a spring in-

terposed between the bottom plate and
presser-plate.
.
.
10 .. In a breech-loading firearm, the combination· of a clip-holding chamber; a latch
pivoted adjacent to said chamber; an ej~ctor 70
mounted in the frame above the latch; and a
single spring acting upon said members.
II. In a breech-loading firearm, the combination of a clip-holding ohamber; a latch
pivoted adjacent thereto and adapted to 75
hold a clip in position in the chamber.; an
ejector having a downwardly- projecting
stem 61; a pin bearing at its lower end upon
the latch; and a spring interposed between
the head of said pin and the lower end of 8o
stem 61.·
12. In combination with a trigger plate; a
hammer pivoted thereon; a rod pivoted on
said hammer and extending · rearwardly
therefrom, said rod being provided with a 85
notch; a post extending. upwardly from the·
trigger-plate; a se3,r pivoted to the post above
the rod; a spring serving to throw the sear
·into engagement. with t.he rod; a dog pivoted
on the sear; a trigger acting in conjunction go
with said dog; and a spring serving to throw
the hammer forward.
·
13. In combinatjon with a pivoted hammer; a rod pivoted on and extending rear- .
wardly therefrom, said rod having a notch 95
formed in its upper side; a post through
which the rear end of the rod extends; a
spring interposed between said post and a
•collar on the rod; a sear pivoted to the post;
a sprin;; bearing on the post and the sear and wo
tending to rock the sear into engagement
with the rod; a spring-J?ressed dog pivoted to
the sear; and a trigger working in line with
the dog.
14. In combination with a pivoted ham- 1os
mer; a rod pivoted on and extending rearwardly therefrom, said rod having a notch
formed in its upper side; a post through
which t?-e rod e.;ctends; a sprmg encircling
the rod mtermed1ate the post and a collar on rIo
the rod; a sear 131 pivoted on the upper end
of the post in line with the rod; a spring
seated in a recess formed in the upper end of
the sear and bearing at its outer extremity
upon _the post~ a dog 133 pivoted on the sear; r Is
a sprmg 136 ·mterposed between the upper
end of the dog and the sear; a stop carried by
the dog; and a trigger working m line with
the lower end of the dog.
15. In a breech-loading firearm, the com- 120
bina~ion of ~·frame provided with a bolt-,
housmg havmg lugs or shoulders formed
t~ereon. adj ace.nt to its rear end; a cap_ prov1ded w1th an mternal groove and a senes of
lugs, the parts interlocking when the cap is 125
plac~d in posit.ion; ~nd a spring-pressed b_olt
c3;rr1ed by one of sa1d membe!s and cpact1;ng
w1th a seat or recess forme~ m the oppos1tf
member, to hold the cap agamst rotatiOn and
accidental removal.
_130
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16. In a breech-loading firearm, the com- ton and extending rearwardly in line with the
bination of a sliding bolt; an actuating mem-- actuating or handle-block; and a hook formed
ber for said bolt; a gas-operated mechanism on said ruiuier-bar in line with the hook npon
· provided with a rearward extension; means the handle-block. , ·
5 carried by the actuating member normally
20.- In a breech-loading firearm, the comengaging said" rearward extension; and bination of a gas-operated automatic meehmeans for throwing said gas-o:eerated mech- anism; a bolt; a handle-block therefor; a runanism into or out of.action, substantially as ner-bar extending from the gas-o:eerated
described.
mechanism to the handle-block; and a reTo
17. In a breech-loading firearm, the com- leasable connection between the runner-bar
bination of a bolt; an actuating or handle- and handle-block.
,
block,-in operative connection w1th said bolt;
21. In a breech-loadingfirearm, th~ coma pivoted latch carrled by said block; a gas- bination of the frame of the arm provided
operated mechanism provided with a rear- with rearwardly-extending hooks; a clipIS wardly-extending member which stands in holding chamber; a latch pivoted to the
alinement with the latch; and means for frame adjacent to the chambEpr, the lower end
_throwing the gal;j-operated mechanism into of the latch extending down between the
or out of action, substantially as described.
hooks; a trigger-plate haviD.g forwardly-pro18. In a breech-loading firearm, the com- jecting arms engaging and interlocking with
2o bination of a bolt; -an actuating or handlethe hooks; and a guard for the lower end of
blockin operative relation therewith; a hook _ the latch carried by the trigger-plate.
pivotally mounted upon said handle-block; a _- 22. In a breech-loading firearm, the com·barrel; a gas-chamoer; means for throwing bination of the frame 'of the arm provided
said chamber into or out of communication with rearwardly-extending hooks; a clip25 with the barrel; a piston mounted in the gas- holding chamber; a latch pivoted to the
chamber; a runner- bar extending rear.:. frame adjacent tq the chamber, the .lower
wardly from said piston and provided with a ehd of the latch extendi~g down betwE?en the
. hook to engage the hook upon the actuating hooks; a trigger-plate having-forwardly-pro, or handle-block; and means for opening and jecting arms engaging and interlocking with
30 closing communication between the barrel the hooks; and a parr of guards extending
and the gas-chamber.
downwardly from the trigger-J?late, said
19. In a breech-loading firearm, the com- guards being arranged upc.m oppos1te sides of
- bination of a breech-bolt having a longitudi- the lower end of the latcii.
nal and reciprocatory movement; an actuatIn t~stimony whereof I have signed my
35 ingorhandle-block; connectionsintermediate, name to this specification i~ the presence of
- said block and bolt for moving the latter for- two subscribing witnesses.
wardly and rotating the same to lock it inpo- ·
MANUEL MONDRAGON.
siti.on; a hook pivoted upon the block; a barrel; a gas-chamber in communication with
Witnesses:
VICTOR HERNANDEZ,
40 said barrel; a piston mounted in the gas- j
SALVADORE DoMINGUEz.
chamber; a runner-bar· connected to said pis-
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